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"Painters and humanists were joint pace-makers for the early Italian Renaissance: this
was recognized even at the time. But how much the painters' visual art had in common
with the humanists' verbal art is still not clear. This book - acclaimed on its first
publication as 'almost beyond value in its appeal to the mind' - examines the one firm
bridge between them, what Petrarch and other humanists wrote about painting. It
makes a survey of the range and main themes of their art criticism. It describes how
incessant analysis of their own medium, neo-classical language, also conditioned their
own insights into painting. Finally, it explains in detail the genesis of one humanist
invention still with us - the notion that a picture has a 'composition.'" -- Cover page 4.
This highly accessible introduction to translation theory, written by a leading author in
the field, uses the genre of film to bring the main themes in translation to life. Through
analyzing films as diverse as the Marx Brothers’ A Night at the Opera, The Star Wars
Trilogies and Lost in Translation, the reader is encouraged to think about both issues
and problems of translation as they are played out on the screen and issues of filmic
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representation through examining the translation dimension of specific films. In
highlighting how translation has featured in both mainstream commercial and arthouse
films over the years, Cronin shows how translation has been a concern of filmmakers
dealing with questions of culture, identity, conflict and representation. This book is a
lively and accessible text for translation theory courses and offers a new and largely
unexplored approach to topics of identity and representation on screen. Translation
Goes to the Movies will be of interest to those on translation studies and film studies
courses.
In the wake of a chilling attack, an ordinary man decides to take revenge. When his wife
and daughter are attacked in their home, Paul Benjamin is enjoying a three-martini
lunch. A professional man, soft around the middle, Paul lives happily isolated from the
rougher side of New York City. As he nurses his gin headache, a call comes from his
son-in-law asking him to come to the hospital. In a few hours, his world will collapse
around him. As Paul slurped down his lunchtime gin, drug addicts broke into his cozy
Upper West Side apartment. For a handful of money, they savagely beat Paul's wife
and daughter, leaving his wife dead and his daughter comatose. After his shock wears
off, and Paul realizes the police department is helpless, his thoughts turn to revenge not just for him, but for every decent family broken by the dark forces of society.
Space Atlas combines updated maps, lavish photographs, and elegant illustrations to
chart the solar system, the universe, and beyond. For space enthusiasts, science
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lovers, and star gazers, here is the newly revised edition of National Geographic's
enduring guide to space, with a new introduction by American hero Buzz Aldrin. In this
guided tour of our planetary neighborhood, the Milky Way and other galaxies, and
beyond, detailed maps and fascinating imagery from recent space missions partner
with clear, authoritative scientific information. Starting with the sun and moving outward
into space, acclaimed science writer and physicist James Trefil illuminates each planet,
the most important moons, significant asteroids, and other objects in our solar system.
Looking beyond, he explains what we know about the Milky Way and other
galaxies--and how we know it, with clear explanations of the basics of astrophysics,
including dark matter and gravitational waves. For this new edition, and to celebrate the
50th anniversary of his moonwalk, astronaut and American hero Buzz Aldrin offers a
new special section on Earth's moon and its essential role in space exploration past
and future.
In August 2015, the sixteenth International Congress for Neo-Latin Studies was held in
Vienna, Austria. The proceedings in this volume, sixty-five individual and five plenary
papers, have been collected under the motto “Contextus Neolatini – Neo-Latin in Local,
Trans-Regional and Worldwide Contexts – Neulatein im lokalen, transregionalen und
weltweiten Kontext”.
There are some fields near Manchester, well known to the inhabitants as "Green Heys
Fields," through which runs a public footpath to a little village about two miles distant. In
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spite of these fields being flat and low, nay, in spite of the want of wood (the great and
usual recommendation of level tracts of land), there is a charm about them which
strikes even the inhabitant of a mountainous district, who sees and feels the effect of
contrast in these common-place but thoroughly rural fields, with the busy, bustling
manufacturing town he left but half-an-hour ago. Here and there an old black and white
farm-house, with its rambling outbuildings, speaks of other times and other occupations
than those which now absorb the population of the neighbourhood. Here in their
seasons may be seen the country business of hay-making, ploughing, &c., which are
such pleasant mysteries for townspeople to watch; and here the artisan, deafened with
noise of tongues and engines, may come to listen awhile to the delicious sounds of
rural life: the lowing of cattle, the milk-maids' call, the clatter and cackle of poultry in the
old farm-yards.

Psychoanalysis of the Psychoses brings together a distinguished international set
of contributors, offering a range of views and approaches, to explore the latest
thinking in the psychoanalytic treatment of psychosis and related disorders.
Drawing on findings from neuroscience, theory and clinical material from many
schools of psychoanalytic thought, this book offers a comprehensive guide to
understanding how psychosis is conceptualised from a psychoanalytic
perspective. It looks at how to work with psychotic patients, typical problems in
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treating psychosis and the role of pharmacology. It demonstrates the relational
dimension, capable of strengthening the patient’s observing Ego and facilitating
the integration of the different areas of the personality. This process can identify
and work through the main psychological stress factors involved in psychotic
disturbances, transforming chaotic thoughts into springboards for important
insights, and offering patients the precious chance to construct for the first time a
creative relationship with their own existence. Psychoanalysis of the Psychoses
will be of great interest to psychoanalysts and psychoanalytic psychotherapists
as well as psychiatrists wishing to draw upon psychoanalytic ideas in their work.
Marias's second novel was written in the early '70s when he was 21, and it has
all of the stylistic grace and wry invention that has put Maras on the Nobel
shortlist. An unnamed narrator ruminates on the intentions of a man (variously
called Holden Branshaw and Hordern Bragshawe) who decides not to publish a
novel written by an unnamed author who died penniless pursuing the life of that
novel's subject: Victor Arledge, an author who died a recluse at age 38.
The conflict and dissociation between the Body and the Mind have determinant
implications in the context of our current clinical practice, and are an important
source of internal and relational disturbances. Body-Mind Dissociation in
Psychoanalysis proposes the concept as a new hypothesis, different from
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traumatic dissociation or states of splitting. This approach opens the door to a
clinical confrontation with extreme forms of mental disturbance, such as
psychosis or borderline disorders, and strengthens the relational power of the
analytic encounter, through a focus on the internal sensory/emotional axis in both
analyst and analysand. The book details this importance of the analyst’s
intrasubjective relationship with the analysand in constructing new developmental
horizons, starting from the body-mind exchange of the two participants. BodyMind Dissociation in Psychoanalysis will be of use to students, beginners in
psychotherapy, mental health practitioners and seasoned psychoanalysts.
Described as the most "conspicuous voice in Italian poetry after Eugenio
Montale," Mario Luzi created for himself an unmistakably individual rhythm,
idiom, and ethos ... Particular to Luzi's poetry is the quality of lyricism, and tone of
conversational intimacy, of which For the Baptism of Our Fragments represents
the crowing achievement of a long poetic career which begsan with his first book
of poems in 1935.
Physiognomy, the history of racial classifications, and the interplay between
natural philosophy, medicine, and ethics The idea of the body as a mirror of the
soul has fascinated mankind throughout history. Being able to see through an
individual, and drawing conclusions on their character solely based on a selection
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of external features, is the subject of physiognomy, and has a long tradition
running well into recent times. However, the pre-modern, especially medieval
background of this discipline has remained underexplored. The selected case
studies in this volume each contribute to a better understanding of the history of
physiognomy from antiquity to the Renaissance, and offer discussions on
unedited treatises and on the application, development, and reception of this field
of knowledge, as well as on visual sources inspired by physiognomic theory.
Contributors: Enik? Békés (Hungarian Academy of Sciences), Joël Biard
(University of Tours), Lisa Devriese (KU Leuven), Maria Fernanda Ferrini
(University of Macerata), Christophe Grellard (École Pratique des Hautes
Études), Luís Campos Ribeiro (University of Lisbon), Maria Michela Sassi
(University of Pisa), Oleg Voskoboynikov (Higher School of Economics Moscow),
Steven J. Williams (New Mexico Highlands University), Joseph Ziegler
(University of Haifa), Gabriella Zuccolin (University of Pavia)
European Contract Law in the Digital Age offers an overview of the interactions
between digital technologies and contract law and takes into account the two
(late) 2015 EU Commission proposals on digital contracting and digital content.
The book goes beyond these proposals and is grouped around the three pillars of
an architecture of contract law in the digital age: the regulatory framework; digital
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interventions over the life-cycle of the contract; and digital objects of contracting.
The discussion of the regulatory framework looks at the platforms used for digital
contracting - such as Airbnb - which are particularly important instruments for the
formation of digital contracts. In describing the life-cycle of the contract, this book
shows how four key technologies (digital platforms, Big Data analytics, artificial
intelligence, and blockchain) are being used at different stages of the contractual
process, from the screening for contractual partners to formation, enforcement
and interpretation. Furthermore, digitally facilitated contracting increasingly
relates to digital content - for instance software or search engines - as the object
of the contract but while this area has notably been shaped by the proposed
Directive on Contracts for the Supply of Digital Content, this work shows that
important questions remain unanswered. This book highlights how the digital
dimension opens a new chapter in the concept of contracting, both questioning
and revisiting many of its core concepts. It is a reliable resource on topical
developments for everyone interested in digital technologies and contract law.
(Series: European Contract Law and Theory, Vol. 3) [Subject: European Law,
Contract Law, Digital Content Law]
Python for Software Design is a concise introduction to software design using the
Python programming language. The focus is on the programming process, with
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special emphasis on debugging. The book includes a wide range of exercises,
from short examples to substantial projects, so that students have ample
opportunity to practice each new concept.
This volume, including sixteen contributions, analyses ancient and medieval theories of
intentionality in various contexts: perception, imagination, and intellectual thinking. It sheds
new light on classical theories (e.g. by Aristotle and Thomas Aquinas) and examines neglected
sources, both Greek and Latin.
Rufus has translated Merini's Italian poetry into English, into a bilingual edition of the original
poems on one side, the translations on the opposite page. Alda is a prolific poet, recognised by
Italians at large, and nominated as a candidate for the Nobel Prize.
This book is an honor to the many important contributions of Herbert Krugman, past president
of APA, The Division of Consumer Psychology and The Association for Public Opinions
Research. This reader contains his selected works in Consumer Behavior and Advertising
which combine insights from Cognitive Psychology, Social Psychology and Survey
Methodology. William Wells, University of Minnesota, has provided the foreword and section
overviews for the book which will help it appeal to all academics and students of consumer
research.
Neurotechnologies, such as functional Mangetich Resonance Imaging and Deep Brain
Stimulation, are used in the health sector for research, diagnosis, and therapy. But,
neurotechnologies could also be used for human enhancement, for instance, to improve
cognitive functions. Moreover, insights from neuroscience are increasingly used for legal
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purposes, for instance, to determine a suspect's responsibility for his actions or to distinguish
truthful from deceptive statements. These three domains of application raise different,
important ethical and legal questions that require further discussion. Similarly, the application
of robotics and autonomous technologies in various (social) situations - in the home, hospital
environments, traffic, and war - raises a number of ethical and legal issues. These include
questions, such as what are the ethical implications of applying robots in the health sector with
regard to our ideas about human dignity and autonomy? What are the consequences of using
robotics in war? And, can we hold robots liable if they play an ever more important role in our
daily lives? This book, which was created in light of a conference on the topic that was held in
Spring of 2011 at Tilburg University in the Netherlands, brings together 19 papers on the
fascinating developments in neuroscience and robotics, and the legal, ethical, and
consequences these developments may have.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy
and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the
work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading
experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly
blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant.
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Using a comparative perspective, this volume studies the court as a crucial center of
government and politics, as well as the dominant focus for the ruling elites. The essays explore
how the early modern court gradually developed from the medieval royal household to its very
different form in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Comparing England, Germany,
France, Spain as well as the Netherlands and Italy, the editors find that several common
themes emerge: the problem of integrating a number of often vastly different provinces and
principalities through the attraction of a court; the capital city's function as the basis of the court
and as its rival; the role of the Court during the great religious conflicts of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries; and the court as an instrument for domesticating the nobility and a
stronghold of aristocratic influence.
Esercizi mnemonici: Comprendi e memorizza di pi - La via verso prestazioni pi elevate In
queste esercitazioni imparerai ad allenare la memoria in modo sostenibile ed efficace. Vi siete
mai chiesti come fanno le persone a immagazzinare innumerevoli cose nella loro memoria?
Volete imparare dei metodi che possono aiutarvi a migliorare la vostra memoria?Siete aperti a
suggerimenti e nuove idee?Abbiamo un'ampia capacit cerebrale che secondo gli studi non
usiamo al 100%, il che un vero peccato. Ma attraverso l'esercizio regolare potrete stimolare
tutti i livelli cerebrali, e la portata della vostra memoria potr essere migliorata con successo. Il
segreto? Inizia subito con un'esercitazione regolare. possibile e necessario a tutte le et, dal
momento che la portata della nostra memoria gi sensibilmente pi debole intorno ai
venticinque anni.L'allenamento suona molto faticoso all'inizio, ma non paragonabile ad
andare in palestra. Col giusto metodo e un apprendimento divertente, troverete la motivazione
giornaliera per migliorare la capacit della vostra memoria e persino divertirvi mentre lo fate!
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stato provato che una buona capacit di memoria un modo ideale per prevenire o alleviare la
depressione. Inoltre, con l'aumentare delle vostre capacit vi sentirete sempre pi felici.Questo
libro vi mostrer innanzitutto come funziona la vostra memoria, come potrete migliorare le
vostre prestazioni nella vita di tutti i giorni, e quali deficit di memoria dovreste far esaminare da
un medico. Dopodich troverete suggerimenti e trucchi delle cosiddette tecniche di memoria,
che aiutano quotidianamente ad ottimizzare le proprie capacit mnemoniche e ad
immagazzinare facilmente tantissime informazioni. Riceverete inoltre dei consigli su come
migliorare non solo le vostre capacit mnemoniche, ma anche il pensiero logico, la
concentrazione e l'immaginazione spaziale. Il punto di partenza ideale per i principianti, dal
quale potrete spaziare gradualmente. In questa utile guida imparerete... ...che ruolo giocano le
sinapsi ...come capire che il momento di fare qualcosa per la propria memoria. ...come
funziona l'esercitazione della memoria. ...in cosa consistono le cosiddette tecniche
mnemoniche. ...il motivo per cui i giochi come Sudoku possono fare bene alla vostra memoria.
...e molto altro. Non esitate ad allenare la vostra memoria e fate uso di questo libro per aiutarvi
a farlo.

The Encyclopedia of Italian Literary Studies is a two-volume reference book containing
some 600 entries on all aspects of Italian literary culture. It includes analytical essays
on authors and works, from the most important figures of Italian literature to little known
authors and works that are influential to the field. The Encyclopedia is distinguished by
substantial articles on critics, themes, genres, schools, historical surveys, and other
topics related to the overall subject of Italian literary studies. The Encyclopedia also
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includes writers and subjects of contemporary interest, such as those relating to
journalism, film, media, children's literature, food and vernacular literatures. Entries
consist of an essay on the topic and a bibliographic portion listing works for further
reading, and, in the case of entries on individuals, a brief biographical paragraph and
list of works by the person. It will be useful to people without specialized knowledge of
Italian literature as well as to scholars.
The volume collects the contributions to an international conference held at the
University of Frankfurt on the relationship between epistemic practices (culture of
knowledge) and the concept of knowledge (ideal of knowledge) in Plato. For Plato, both
aspects of knowledge were not only of equal importance, he was also well aware of
their interdependence, taking into account that no philosopher has yet reached the
epistemic level of knowledge. His acknowledgement of this interdependence is, as the
papers of this volume show, further counter-evidence against the traditional reading
that attributes to Plato a two-worlds-view which tries to keep ordinary belief and
philosophical knowledge ontologically distinct. The contributions include essays from
both ancient philosophers and ancient historians. Topics of the essays are e.g. the
conception of education in the "Republic", the epistemic ascent in the "Symposion", the
knowledge of knowledge in the "Charmides", the role of perception in the "Theaetetus"
and the sophistic environment of Plato.
This latest volume of "BACAP Proceedings" contains some innovative research by
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international scholars on Plato, Aristotle, and Sophocles. It covers such themes as
Plato on the philosopher ruler, and Aristotle on essence and necessity in science. This
publication has also been published in paperback, please click here for details.
This book is designed to introduce students to programming and computational thinking
through the lens of exploring data. You can think of Python as your tool to solve
problems that are far beyond the capability of a spreadsheet. It is an easy-to-use and
easy-to learn programming language that is freely available on Windows, Macintosh ,
and Linux computers. There are free downloadable copies of this book in various
electronic formats and a self-paced free online course where you can explore the
course materials. All the supporting materials for the book are available under open and
remixable licenses. This book is designed to teach people to program even if they have
no prior experience.
For Nietzsche, the Age of Greek Tragedy was indeed a tragic age. He saw in it the rise
and climax of values so dear to him that their subsequent drop into catastrophe (in the
person of Socrates - Plato) was clearly foreshadowed as though these were events
taking place in the theater. And so in this work, unpublished in his own day but written
at the same time that his The Birth of Tragedy had so outraged the German
professorate as to imperil his own academic career, his most deeply felt task was one
of education. He wanted to present the culture of the Greeks as a paradigm to his
young German contemporaries who might thus be persuaded to work toward a state of
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culture of their own; a state where Nietzsche found sorely missing.
Medieval culture is marked by a general acceptance of the mental attitude which both
recognized and accepted the truths of the dominant religion. This situation is, then, the
general paradigm that programmatically directs the paths and results of intellectual
activity in the Middle Ages. In the various fields of scientific research, in the different
epochs and in the manifold social and institutional situations, there are also
produced--based on the general paradigm--many particular paradigms, which carry out
some specified and graduated effects of the general one. The idea pursued during the
Congress is an attempt to determine, describe and evaluate the general and particular
results the paradigm had on the maturation of medieval philosophical and scientific
thought with regard to the relationship--that was a dynamic and reciprocal one, and was
not necessarily reduced to a theological understanding--between rational inquiry and
religious belief. List of Contributors: G. Alliney, M. Bartoli, A. Bisogno, A. Caciotti, S.
Carletto, C. Casagrande, A. Conti, G. d'Onofrio, P.F. De Feo, C. Erismann, G.
Fioravanti, F. Fiorentino, A. Galonnier, R. Gatti, J. Gavin, M. Geoffroy, A. Guidi, M.
Laffranchi, R. Lambertini, M. Lenzi, E. Mainoldi, C. Martello, C. Mews, A. Morelli, P.
Muller, F. Paparella, M. Parodi, G. Perillo, I. Peta, A. Petagine, P. Porro, F. Seller, K.
Tachau, Ch. Trottmann, M. Vittorini, J. Ziegler.
This examination of the implications and regulation of autonomous weapons systems
combines contributions from law, robotics and philosophy.
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The Routledge Encyclopedia of Interpreting Studies is the authoritative reference
for anyone with an academic or professional interest in interpreting. Drawing on
the expertise of an international team of specialist contributors, this single-volume
reference presents the state of the art in interpreting studies in a much more finegrained matrix of entries than has ever been seen before. For the first time all key
issues and concepts in interpreting studies are brought together and covered
systematically and in a structured and accessible format. With all entries
alphabetically arranged, extensively cross-referenced and including suggestions
for further reading, this text combines clarity with scholarly accuracy and depth,
defining and discussing key terms in context to ensure maximum understanding
and ease of use. Practical and unique, this Encyclopedia of Interpreting Studies
presents a genuinely comprehensive overview of the fast growing and
increasingly diverse field of interpreting studies.
If you choose to share 'the facts of life' with children at a young age, this is the
perfect book to do so. It gently guides the reader through each stage of a child's
development within the womb with charming illustrations and simple
explanations, inviting lots of discussion and providing answers to all those
questions. Shortlisted for the Junior Science Book Award (now the Royal
Society's Science Prize).
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A gem of a Marías story: Elvis and his entourage abandon their translator in a
seedy cantina full of enraged criminals. “It all happened because of Elvis
Presley.” Elvis, down south of the border to film a movie, has insisted his
producers hire a proper Spaniard so that he can pronounce his few lines in
Spanish with a Castillian accent. But Ruibérriz has taken on much more than he
bargained for. One fatal night, horseplay in a local bar goes too far: a fatuous
drunken American insults the local kingpin, and when the thug insists that
Ruibérriz translate, Elvis himself adds an even more stinging comment—and who
must translate that?
Python for Everybody is designed to introduce students to programming and
software development through the lens of exploring data. You can think of the
Python programming language as your tool to solve data problems that are
beyond the capability of a spreadsheet.Python is an easy to use and easy to
learn programming language that is freely available on Macintosh, Windows, or
Linux computers. So once you learn Python you can use it for the rest of your
career without needing to purchase any software.This book uses the Python 3
language. The earlier Python 2 version of this book is titled "Python for
Informatics: Exploring Information".There are free downloadable electronic copies
of this book in various formats and supporting materials for the book at
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www.pythonlearn.com. The course materials are available to you under a
Creative Commons License so you can adapt them to teach your own Python
course.
In contemporary psychoanalysis, a key concept and aim of clinical practice is to
distinguish the boundaries of any mental state. Without this boundary-setting, the
patient has nothing but the 'formless infinite' of primitive mental states. Formless
Infinity: Clinical Explorations of Matte Blanco and Bion draws on the work of
these two authors to explore how analysts can work with patients to reveal,
understand and ultimately contain their primitive mental states. Riccardo
Lombardi discusses the core concepts of the unconscious, the role of the body in
analysis, time and death. He displays the clinical implications of Matte Blanco’s
theoretical extension of Freud’s theory of the unconscious, presenting numerous
clinical examples of working with psychosis and other severe pathologies.
Formless Infinity, a stimulating teaching text for students, trainers and seasoned
mental health practitioners, is essential reading for psychoanalysts and
psychoanalytic psychotherapists. It is particularly recommended to analysts
interested in widening the scope of the analytic practice by exploring the
functioning of the deep unconscious, primitive mental states, psychosomatic
pathologies and psychotic conditions.
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A striking first novel about the dark side of the American Dream Suzy Park is a
twenty-nine-year-old Korean American interpreter for the New York City court
system. Young, attractive, and achingly alone, she makes a startling and
ominous discovery during one court case that forever alters her family's history.
Five years prior, her parents--hardworking greengrocers who forfeited personal
happiness for their children's gain--were brutally murdered in an apparent
robbery of their fruit and vegetable stand. Or so Suzy believed. But the glint of a
new lead entices Suzy into the dangerous Korean underworld, and ultimately
reveals the mystery of her parents' homicide. An auspicious debut about the
myth of the model Asian citizen, The Interpreter traverses the distance between
old worlds and new, poverty and privilege, language and understanding.
From renowned social research experts Mark McCrindle and Ashley Fell come
the insights and answers we need to help our switched-on, 21st-century kids
thrive. Generation Alpha are the most globally connected generation of children
ever. Covering those born between 2010 and 2024, these kids are living through
an era of rapid change and a barrage of information - good, bad and fake. For
parents, teachers and leaders of Generation Alpha looking for guidance on how
to raise their children, worried if their kids are spending too much time on
screens, concerned how global trends are impacting them and wondering how to
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prepare them for a world where they will live longer and work later, this is the
book you need. McCrindle and Fell have interviewed thousands of children,
parents, teachers, business leaders, marketers and health professionals to
deliver parents and educators everything they need to know about Generation
Alpha, the term Mark coined, including: * Understanding and empowering this
generation * The significance of technology * How to get education right for them
* The future of work * Their consumer habits and their role as influencers * Where
and how this generation will live as adults * The importance of mental and
physical wellbeing * What their future looks like Through meticulous research and
interviews, Generation Alpha shows us what we all need to know to help this
group of children shape their future ... and ours.
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